Society is faced with the ever more prominent concerns of vulnerabilities including hacking and DoS or DDoS attacks when migrating to new paradigms such as Internet of Things (IoT). These attacks against computer systems result in economic losses for businesses, public organizations and privacy disclosures. The IoT presents a new soft surface for attack. Vulnerability is now found in a multitude of personal and private devices that previously lacked connectivity. The ability to trace back to an attack origin is an important step in locating evidence that may be used to identify and prosecute those responsible. In this theoretical research, IP traceback methods are compared and evaluated for application, and then consolidated into a set of metrics for potential use against attackers.
Introduction
A Denial of Service (DoS) attack can be characterized as an attack with the purpose of preventing legitimate users from using some specific network utilities such as a website, web service or computer system [1] . On the other hand, a Distributed Denial Service (DDoS) attack is a coordinated attack on the availability of the service of a given target system or network. It is launched indirectly through many compromised computing systems. The websites used to launch the attack are often called the 'secondary victims' [2] . The use of secondary victims in a DDoS attack provides an attacker with the ability to launch a much larger and more disruptive attack than a DoS attack while remaining anonymous since the secondary victims actually complete the according to various situations and have their distinct features for tracing back to attack origins. Most of them depend on collecting a large number of packets from routers along the attacking path. Without collecting sufficient packets, tracing back is extremely difficult and sometimes impossible. These methods are also resource costly. The full stream of packets from the routers used to reconstruct the attacking path would be required. The objectives of this paper is to compare and evaluate existing IP traceback methods, present challenges and provide research directions for future work. This paper is organized into five sections including the "Introduction (Section 1)", which is followed by a background literature review of traditional IP traceback methods (Section 2) to gain contextual knowledge. Section 3 presents the analysis of a number of recent IP traceback methods and limitations. Afterwards, we propose evaluation metrics for IP traceback methods (Section 4), which is followed by the conclusion and future work (Section 5).
Traditional IP Traceback Methods
IP traceback methods are developed and tested for determining the origin of a packet. Each method attempts to exploit technical possibilities in networks but each runs into difficulties. In general, the ability to consistently connect one network entity to another is lost in the architecture and dynamics of the networks. Multicast routing and manyto-many relationship of communications between networks prevent a single solution to fit all traceback requirements. Each attempt to provide a solution demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of a preferred approach. Usually, unknown relationships (unicast or one-to-one, multicast or one-to-many, and broadcast or one-to-all) and interaction between network hosts (e.g. a web server and a web client) place limits on the effectiveness of any particular approach. Similarly, most of IP traceback methods developed so far have many serious flaws with falsified IP addresses or spoofing. These traditional traceback methods require an enormous number of packets in order to reconstruct malicious packet paths and demand more computational power, storage, deployment overhead, network throughput and effective response time. Hence, the disadvantages far outweigh the benefits and the overall performance does not seem to be sufficient.
Nowadays, most of IP traceback methods belong to five main categories such as link testing hop-by-hop tracing, ICMP messaging, logging, packet marking and hop count filtering [11] . These traceback methods are developed according to various situations and have their distinct features for tracing back to attack origins. Most of these methods depend on collecting a large number of packets from routers along the attacking path. In fact, a full stream of packets from the routers used to reconstruct the attacking path is required. As a result, these methods are also resource costly. 
Proposed Evaluation Metrics for IP Traceback Methods
The analysis of traceback methods shows that each method uses different techniques to find the original source of attack and the potential location of the attackers. All methods have advantages and disadvantages. To evaluate different traceback methods, the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model provides an incremental measurement for expectations across the seven layers. The essential task of IP traceback is to find the origin of a particular IP packet traversing the Internet. OSI model can explain the communication expectation through each layer. Protocols serve as the building blocks for the Internet; and different protocols are specifically based on different layers of OSI model. Traceback methods exploit and explore these protocols. Thus, the OSI model also serves as a foundation for benchmarking traceback methods. For example, when data is passed down from layer 7 to layer 1 before being sent to the Internet from source device, each layer encapsulates the data with its header accordingly. These headers contain information about the data as well as the type of protocol being used in accordance with each OSI layer when the data is being passed. Conversely, when the encapsulated data arrives at the destination device, to allow a user to retrieve the information, the data is passed from the lowest layer to the highest layer on OSI model. Moreover, to process the data accordingly, a header will be stripped to enable an appropriated protocol at each layer and pass the remaining data to the level above until it reaches layer 7. The data then will be presented as information understood by user. Therefore, data encapsulated at a lower layer contains more information for traceback exploitation compared with data that has been encapsulated by the layer above. Thus, using the protocols at the lower layer, the more information can be retrieved from the encapsulated data. This also applies to traceback methods. The lower the layer of protocol being used by the traceback method, the more information can be used to find the source of the communication.
On the other hand, the backbone of the Internet consists of routers, switches and physical communication medium connecting all the components of the Internet. Across different LANs, mostly routers at the Network Layer are processing data. Accordingly, this layer of encapsulated data is known as a packet. Though most proposed traceback methods use different protocols; yet they are all based on the Network Layer. Also, to effectively measure those methods, a set of evaluation metrics should be established. [2] suggest measurement criteria for IP traceback methods, and yet they lack accurate performance evaluation characteristics. Hence, we then propose the following evaluation metrics for IP traceback methods:
• ISP involvement: There are no incentives given to the ISPs and enterprise networks to monitor the attack packets and furthermore whether any ISP is involving in traceback method. An ideal traceback scheme should include minimum ISP involvement because the investigation may take longer time and more resources may be required with full co-operation.
• The number of attacking packets needed for traceback: IP traceback should able to traceback the attack source based on the packets when the attack has been identified. An ideal traceback scheme should be able to traceback the attacking source with one packet.
• Processing overhead: Additional processing overhead for measuring the flow of packets and calculating various statistical parameters are taken placed on the network devices like routers. An ideal traceback method should be able to incur minimal processing overhead during traceback.
• Storage requirement: Additional amount of memory is required to store certain information on the network devices to perform IP traceback. An ideal traceback method should be able to acquire a minimum amount of memory in network equipment.
• Ease of implementation: IP traceback algorithm is an important part of the solution for stopping DoS and DDoS attacks. These algorithms attempt to approximate the origin of the attack traffic. An ideal traceback method should be designed in such a way that it could be easily implemented at a network layer or application layer.
• Scalability: It refers to the amount of extra configuration required on the network devices when implementing a traceback method. An ideal traceback method should be scalable and independent from device manufacturers or vendors.
• Bandwidth overhead: Additional traffic that the network must carry for taceback is considered bandwidth overhead. Large bandwidth overhead is undesirable since it may exhaust the capacity of links and routers, forcing the ISP to introduce additional capacity and possibly upgrade or purchase new devices. An ideal scheme should not assume availability of infinite bandwidth.
• Number of functions needed to implement: This metric reflects how many different functions a vendor of equipment needs to implement for a given IP traceback method. It is easier for a vendor to implement fewer functions. Ideally, only a single function should be needed for implementation.
• Ability to handle major DoS or DDoS attacks: This is an extremely important metric that reflects how well the trackback method can perform the tracing of DoS or DDoS attack under severe circumstances (for instance; many attackers using reflectors or random address spoofing). However, many traceback methods are not able to cope with all types of attacks. An ideal scheme would be able to trace back all malicious attacks. 
Conclusion
The review and analysis of traceback methods have been consolidated into a set of metrics that may be applied to enhance and improve the development of IP traceback methods. Many traditional traceback methods demonstrate limitations for practice. The theoretical deduction of solutions has not been enough to address practical problems that are found (for example, potential poor cooperation amongst ISPs). Other methods simply involve too much data that requires excessive storage and processing capabilities. Consequently, further research is required into the development of better algorithms and methodologies for optimizing the trace back to an attack origin. Attempts to mix and merge methods have been successful at reducing the overhead costs and approaching the origin more economically. However even with these more recent attempts at methodology improvement the ideal solution is not yet been established.
The wide adoption of IoT connectivity into people's daily lives everywhere has motivated the necessity of maintaining the integrity of communications. Initially, the Internet was designed for file sharing in a trusted environment. Security was of a lesser concern. Routers were designed so that they did not have to verify a sender's source IP address and the utility value of the internetworks was functionality. The more recent problem has been the exploitation of these global communication channels for criminal and terrorist purposes. Many of the advantages developed for efficient communication have been hijacked and are easy to exploit. For example, the vulnerability exploitation of DoS or DDoS attacks and the hiding of true IP addresses. These matters impact the integrity of IoT developments.
Another challenge is that most of the existing IP traceback methods are specifically designed for an Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) environment. However, IPv4 will become unsustainable in 2017 or 2018, and cannot meet the demand of IoT. IPv6 is capable for IoT and supports an IP address demand of 2 128 . Currently, IPv6 packets are accounting for less than 2 percent of all Internet traffic. By far, only a few of research reports [27] [28] [29] [30] are reported in IPv6 environment using the packet marking method. These proposed methods inherit the fundamental design flaws from the packet marking method reviewed in this paper. Thus, to design better performing traceback methods is urgent and a challenge for researchers for future work. This paper has contributed a consolidation of current literature and proposed a metric basis for further study.
